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  Your Introduction to
“Zentangle is an easy to learn methodof creating beautiful imagesfrom repetitive patterns.”

The First Class
We examine the roots of this art, the steps to follow to draw your own won-
derful tiles, and the myriad ways to use this method in a variety of media.

Everyone is welcome to become a part of this delightful  journey—no artistic 
experience is necessary. This is the right place to begin—or enhance—your 
skills. You will learn how to create your own original Zentangle tiles and leave
with a hunger to learn even more!

The first class is required before venturing into Beyond the Basics classes un-
less you have tangled before.

String Theory
Discover the influence of the string you draw on the tangles you intuitively 
choose. This foundational understanding will bring depth and breadth to your 
Zentangle practice. We will delve into the possibilities of choosing different 
tangles to fuse with the string... which influences our creation.

Monotangles
Make the time to learn one tangle completely. Revel in the opportunity to 
experience the art of covering an entire tile with one tangle. We will learn 
tangles that are just right for this approach and relax into the calm of focus-
ing on one design.

Shades of Gray
Your tangles will come alive with your special touch—adding shades of gray. 
We will learn new ways to add greater depth to our work once our tangling is 
done. Subtle shading techniques will enhance and transform your works. 

Grid Tangles
So many grids, so little time! Since so many of the original tangles are rooted 
in the grid format, making the time to explore this form is reward in and 
of itself. Learners of all levels are welcome to join this class to discern how 
subtle changes in approach lead to surprising differences in form. We will cre-
ate beautiful tiles integrating our newly learned tangles.

Black Tiles*
Explore the reverse of all you have learned—we will use black tiles 
and white pens! With gel pens in hand and white chalk at the ready 
we will play with layering techniques to create fascinating new 
visuals. Black tiles and white pens—an awesome combination!
* features black tiles, white gel pen, and white chalk

Zendalas*
Step into the mystery of circular pattern drawing—it’s relaxing 
and fantastic! These tiles are astonishing and call for our best 
creative selves. Learn to create simple designs that pop in this 
new configuration! Fall into the rhythm of working in the round.
* features Zendala tiles

Crossing the Border  
Join in the fun of creating beautiful borders for frames, greet-
ing cards, place cards and more! Discover specific tangles that 
work well in this format. We will focus on making frames for photo cards. 
This is a great way to share your tangling skills to surround an important 
photo for your family or friends.
* features notecards 

Introduction to Renaissance Tiles*
In this session, we work shift into working with tan paper, black and brown 
pens, and white gel pens to visit the time of Leonardo da Vinci and Michae-
langelo. We will study the iconic characteristics of these masters and use 
techniques that are similar to make our own works of art.
* features Renaissance tiles, brown pen, and white gel pen

Tangling on Fabric and Jewelry
Create a canvas bag, apron or jewelry with zentangle techniques. As always, 
new tangles will be taught.

Discover the Zentangle drawing method!
Choose the type and length of journey you desire...

‘TIPSY TANGLES’ Home Parties 

Host a party/class at your home. Invite your friends, family, book club, or wine-tasting 

club for a fun and relaxing night of something new! Coffee, dessert or wine are optional!

A party/class can be 2 hours long and the cost is $35/person for instruction and materials. 

A minimum of 4 people required. With at least 4 paying guests, the hostess attends free. 

With 5 or more paying guests, the hostess receives a free Zentangle kit (value $49.00).

I would also be happy to support your fundraising efforts for great causes, so consider a 

Zentangle party and we can negotiate a percentage of the fee as a donation. Maximum 

group size is 16 people.Large GroupsLibraries, Book Clubs, Garden Clubs, Quilters, Scrapbook groups, Scouts, Seniors groups, 

Team building exercises. Class customized to group. Fees negotiated in advance.

Private ClassesPrivate (or semi-private) Zentangle Basics class (listed above) are available in my home or 

at a local coffee shop for the cost of $45.00/person. I will travel for private classes but 

travel fees may apply. Schedule of Classes
Organized classes are available, please visit my blog, http://jillztangles.blogspot.com for 

current programs.

Fees
First Class — $35*
Prerequisite to all other classes

Beyond the Basics
Individual Classes — $35* (following First Class)
Series of 3 Classes — $90.00*
Series of 6 Classes — $180.00*
*materials included

Jill’s classes...
are most often in the New York metropolitan area• 
feature tangles from the official 106 tangles• 
created by the Zentangle founders, Rick Roberts and Maria Thomas• 
are approximately 1.5 hours• 
have Zentangle kits and additional supplies for sale• 

“Anything is possible
one stroke at a time.”TM

About Jill
Jill discovered Zentangle while coach-

ing a teenager in the throes of the 
college admissions rollercoaster. 

His fears about the looming 
process and his future ignit-
ed her interest in learning 
about methods, tools, and 
tips for working through 
times of negative stress. 
While she knew of great 
books, terrific programs, 
and meditation, deeper 
research pointed to 

Zentangle. She was imme-
diately hooked! At the first 

possible opportunity, Jill at-
tended Maria and Rick’s seminar 

and became a Certified Zentangle 
Teacher. Jill is passionate about sharing this easy 
to learn, delightful, artistic process. 
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